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Grapheme

National Curriculum 1

ay

Year

Page 1.  a-e is an important spelling 
because we use it so much (although 
the single a is the most frequent long 
A grapheme, a-e is most common in 
children’s reading and writing).

Page 2.  Look at the demonstration of 
the a split e grapheme and read 
through the words.

Hand out the a-e flashcards, one each 
or one between two: make, cake, lake, 
fake, snake, plate, date, gate, hate, 
late, plane, name, same, blame, race, 
face, wave, cave, brave.

Page 4.  Ask the children to stand up 
when they hear the flashcard that 
they are holding in the animation. 
Which verse was their favourite?

NC: Year 1: Vowel digraphs and trigraphs ay
L&S: Phase 3 – further graphemes for reading page 102, alternative spellings page 152, 1 7

Before 
the lesson, hide 5 flashcards for each of the word 
families (-ame, -ate, -ave, -ake) PDF a-e flashcards.

Organise the children into 4 groups. Each group 
has to search for the flashcards that belongs to 
only one of the a-e word families. The first group 
to find all 5 flashcards is the winner and shouts 
‘a-e, a-e, a-e’ to let the other teams know.

Repeat the game (each group hides the flashcards 
that they have just found first), with each group 
switching for a different word family.

At the end of the game the class arranges the 
flashcards on the board for the correct word family. 
Hang the boards from the ceiling or prop up to 
display.

ay Angry Red A

Whole class to read the word family display together. 
Display the word families for revision over the next 
weeks.

Plenary

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Page 1. Discuss the graphemes that make 
Angry Red A’s sound. Which one do the 
children think they will be working on 
today? (the clue is that it’s slightly 
larger). 

Page 2, 3 read through the ai words. As 
some children can find reading 2 letter 
graphemes difficult to start with, the 
words can be read first with Angry Red 
A in place. With a click of the mouse he 
will him move and ai grapheme can be 
read. P

Page4. Click the audio to hear the Teddy 
Bear ai action song (pages 4-7).

Children work individually, in pairs or groups to create an 
ai train PDF ai Train by writing ai words (in colour coding) 
in the space provided and drawing pictures of the items 
in the carriage or engine. 

A variety of materials can be used to write, such as felt tip 
pens, marker pen or pastels. The aim is to make the 
spelling vibrant and memorable.
 
Flashcards are available to help children remember the 

PowerPoint can act as a reminder of the ai items and 
spellings. 

Note that the ai in ‘again’ is more commonly the southern 
English pronunciation. The ai in ‘again’ more often has a 
short e sound in the north of England (again, against).

Display the ai trains. Can anyone find an ai item in 
school today?

L & S: Phase 3 – page 102 Vowel graphemes

Page 1. Click to find out about how the 
letter ‘a’, ‘i’ and ‘r’ together make an 
‘air’ sound. 

Page 2, 3. Tricky Witch has used her 
magic to make some air bubbles. She 
has hidden an ‘air’ word inside the 
golden bubbles. Click on the bubbles 
to reveal the ‘air’ words hidden inside. 
Read all the ‘air’ words together. 

The children will be working in groups of 3 or 4. 
Each group will need a paper, clipboard and 
pastels (black, gold and green). 

The class will watch 4 short video clips. During 
each clip they must listen out for ‘air’ words. 

After each clip has finished they will write the 
‘air’ words that they have heard in colour code. 
Videos: Hairy Locks and the Three Fairies Parts 1, 
2, 3, 4. 

PowerPoint air Page 3. View in Normal Mode to inter-
act with the slide. Move to match the ‘air’ words the 
correct ‘air’ pictures.

Powerpoint ay
Page 1. Angry Red A says ay, ay, ay. 
Read the A graphemes – which will we 
look at today?(ay). Tell the children that 
whenever we see the ‘ay’ grapheme we 
say the A sound and that this never 
changes for the grapheme ay. It is very 
consistent. 
Pages 2 and 3. Read the ay words. 
Where does Angry Red A sit in these 
words? At the end. 
Page 4 Look at the word ‘played’. Is it in 
the present or the past? How do we 
know. Talk about how we add ‘ed’ but 
that we can only hear the ‘d’. 
Page 5. Past tense of stay. 
Page 6. Point out that ‘say’ doesn’t 
follow this rule – it is changed to ‘said’ 
and Tricky Witch has changed the ‘ai’ 
sound. Can anyone guess the spell? 
What has it been changed to? 
Page 7. Watch the video ‘Play Away’ 
Teacher or volunteers to point out the 
ay words as they are sung. Tell rest of 
the children to jump whenever 
they hear an ay word. 
Page 8. Describe the main task below.

Explain that Angry Red A enjoys being cross, 
saying ‘Ay ay ay!’ and eating words! Ask the 
children to complete PDF ay Dinners, writing his 
favourite words on the dinner plates. 

Use felt tips to write the words in colour 
coding. Have PDF ay Flashcards to support.

Page 9-20. Use the remainder of the PowerPoint to play 
musical statues. Click on a button to indicate an action
for the children to perform. 

play – play  
stay – stay still  
say – say ‘Ay, ay, ay’  
Sunday – have a rest and lie down
Weekday - working at school
Saturday - a hobby
Any other words - stand still
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National Curriculum 1
Year

NC: Year 1: Vowel digraphs and trigraphs ay
L & G: Phase 3 – page 102 Vowel graphemes     

Spelling Rules

· a-e makes the long A sound, with a consonant sandwiched between. If the consonant 
is an s it is pronounced z, and c and g will be soft.
· Important exception: have
· To add ing, er, est and ed - remove the e first
· The a-e is a very high frequency grapheme, particularly in children’s reading and 
writing.

NC Word List

made 
take
came 
same 
late

MP word list

make  
cake 
snake  
fake  
lake 
wake  
became 
name  
age  

Di erentiation

Use oil pastels or paint to write the words in colour coding. Playdough or magnetic 
letters are particularly useful to help children to visualise and reinforce the vowel split.

A-e is such a high frequency grapheme that other a-e words could be discussed 
using PDF a-e additional flashcards. Children could write rhyming lines e.g. the whale 
is male.

Demonstrate and practice adding ing/ed/er/est to a-e verbs, first removing the e. This 
work is a focus of the year 2 curriculum.

Note: the important past tense irregularities (past tense being formed by changing 
the middle vowel). Also note that some a-e words are already past tense verbs make 
> made come  > came give> gave wake > woke

To support – create a rhyming chart of air words, in colour-code using paint, or pastels 

Subject Knowledge

page  
ate 
hate 
safe
amaze 
escape
gave 
cave 
wave

brave 
shake
gate  
date
late 
hate 
face
race 
place 

plate 
plane  
blame  
tape  
shape

To support – play a treasure hunt game with the PDF air flashcards. Ask the children to 
draw corresponding ‘air’ pictures. Play a matching game with the flashcards and 
pictures. 

To extend – write their own version of the Hairy Locks story. 

If a letter ‘s’ follows the ‘air’ grapheme it makes a ‘z’ sou d.

pair
chair
fair
air

fairy
hair
stairs
upstairs
airport
hairdresser
fairie
fairyland

This has a very consistent phoneme-grapheme relationship, making the A phoneme.

ay is nearly always at the end of words

To form the past tense, add ‘ed’. Note the important exceptions: paid and said

To support - in pairs, build colour-coded ay words out of playdough and display on 
paper plates. Leave the ay dinner in the classroom at the end of the day and see if 
Angry Red A comes and eats it. Make an ay menu of today’s dishes (e.g. play, say, 
day)

To support - organise the Days of the Week Flashcards (in the Important Words to 
Learn) into the correct order. Using the additional cards (is, was, my, today, birthday, 
yesterday) make sentences eg Today is Friday. Yesterday was my birthday.

To extend – look at how to form ay past tense verbs (play, stay, delay). Add ed but 
only the d is sounded  (ed). Talk about the important exceptions ‘said’ and ‘paid’. 

day
play
say
way
Sunday

played
may
pay
stay
stayed
alway
stay
tray
today

yesterday
birthday
crayon
saying
paying
delay
Friday
Monday
Wednesday 


